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Saturn V 

 The Saturn V based outfit features a white fit-and-flare dress with a halter neckline, 

simulating the tapering of a rocket.  The black belt references black panels and lettering on the 

Saturn V rocket.  The bright yellow sheer fabric underneath simulates the flames under a 

launching rocket. The Saturn V rocket was used for the Apollo missions and had three stages.  

Missions that used the Saturn V rocket include Apollo 8, which was the first manned flight to 

reach lunar orbit, Apollo 11, which was the first manned flight to land on the moon, and 

subsequent moon missions. 

 

Apollo 11- Sea of Tranquility 

 This Sea of Tranquility inspired dress features flowing chiffon fabric in gradients of gray 

imitates the color variation in the Moon.  The movement provided by light fabric evokes a 

feminine moon figure.  The Sea of Tranquility was the location of the Apollo 11 moon landing 

and moonwalk.  

 

Apollo 13 

 The Apollo 13 outfit features a shiny satin shirt in bright red with red polka dots on white 

on the sleeves and collar. The bright red symbolizes bravery exhibited both by the astronauts, 

Lovell, Swigert, and Haise, workers at NASA, and family members. The polka dots reference the 

german measles, original astronaut Thomas Mattingly was removed from the mission for.  The 

black pants feature images depicting the explosion and the CSM on their outward and return 

trips.  The Apollo 13 mission planned to land on the moon and collect samples, but due to an 

explosion, the astronauts were forced to abandon protocol, slingshot around the moon and return 

to Earth.  

 

Apollo 1 

 To properly celebrate space progress, it’s important to also recognize the failure and loss.  

The Apollo 1 outfit features black pants and a dark maroon long-sleeved shirt, as well as a black 

wool cape with a red satin hemline. A thin belt is reminiscent of the bundle of wires that caused 

the cockpit fire. The cape features a brooch designed in memory of the astronauts.  Three moons 

with the names of the astronauts etched into them are arranged in a ‘therefore’ symbol. The 

astronauts of Apollo 1 and their deaths changed how NASA and the world looked at the dangers 

of space travel and caused many NASA to change many of its policies. While the death of the 

Apollo 1 astronauts, Grissom, White, and Chaffee was undoubtedly tragic, their loss left a 

powerful impact on the world. 


